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EXPERIMENT – 1 

AIM  

Observation of current waveform for linear & non-linear loads & calculations. 

APPARATUS REQUIRED 

PV Grid Tied System, connecting wires. 

THEORY 

1. Displacement Factors- Mathematically, it is represented as cosine of angle 

between fundamental component of voltage and current. So if Φ is the angle 

between voltage current’s fundamental, 

Displacement Factor (DF) is given as – 

                                                       D.F = cos(Φ) 

 

2. THD and distribution factor – 

It is the measure of distribution present in the system. 

                THD =  V1//√V1
2

+V2
2
+V3

2
………/Vrms  

              Where,                        

                        DF = V1//√V1
2

+V2
2
+V3

2
………  

                           =√1-THD
2 

3. Power Factor- For purely sinusoidal loads, displacement factor and power 

factor are same as distortion factor is unity. However when the loads connected 

is non-linear, 

Power Factor is given as- 

Power Factor=(Displacement Factor)*(Distortion Factor) 

PF=V1//√V1
2

+V2
2
+V3

2
* COS (φ)

 

 



DEMONSTRATION AND CALCULATION 

Connect a linear load like 200W bulb(though it is not perfect linear)to the output 

terminal of the socket and turn on the switch. Take reading of voltage (V in 

rms),Current(in rms),Angle(,phase difference between voltage & current)THD in 

voltage and current, Active Power (P in Watt),Reactive Power ( in VAr),total 

Apparent  Power(S in VA). 

Repeat the same experiment by connecting a non-linear load like laptop charger or 

diode bridge rectifier followed by filter capacitor and observe the waveform. It can 

be seen that current is highly distorted and THD is more than linear and case .Take 

the same reading as above and repeat the calculations, Calculated values should be 

nearly equal to measured value. 
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EXPERIMENT-2 

AIM 

Impact of transmission line inductance on voltage quality at PCC. 

INTRODUCTION 

Transmission line serve as interlinks between remote power generator and 

distribution network. Usually transmission line run over several of hundreds of km 

and have higher X/R ratio. Also presence of power transformers in the network 

results in significant associated with inductance like excessive reactive power sag 

and increased THD in voltage at PCC when a non linear load is connected to 

system. 

1) Voltage sag theory: Since transmission and distribution network has finite 

inductive reactance, there is always significant voltage drop when transmission 

lines are loaded. This voltage drop depends on two things, inductive reactance and 

loading current. Again inductive reactance is function of length of transmission 

line, for a fixed value voltage source voltage varies throughout the length and 

connect the auto transformer output to he PCC taking transmission line inductance 

in series. 

DEMONSTRATION 

1). Connect a bulb of 100W to socket and turn on switch. Socket is internally 

connected parallel to the PCC terminal. Take down the reading of voltage. There 

must be some dip in voltage. The dip occurs because of voltage drop across the 

inductance of output. 

2). Now turn off the switch shift connected to 0 numbered terminal to 1 numbered 

terminal of transmission line inductance. This may we have included the 1MW 

transmission line inductance in addition to autotransformer inductance. Now turn 

on switch and observe the voltage at PCC which will be lower than lost reading. 

3). Some may shift the connected for transmission line inductance from 1 to 2 

numbered terminal and observe the voltage at PCC. Now additional inductance is 

3mH. 



4). Finally shift connected from 2 to 4 numbered terminal and observe voltage at 

PCC. 

RESULT 

 effect of voltage sag due to inductance on transmission has been studied. 

load Voltage 

before loading 

inductance Voltage at 

PCC 

Voltage sag 

L     

L     

L     
 

 



EXPERIMENT – 3 

AIM  

Power factor correction using capacitor bank and its impact on power quality 

at PCC. 

APPARATUS REQUIRED  

          PV grid tied system, connecting wires  

  THEORY  

          Now we know that we need the power factor improvement. Most common practice of      

improving the power factor (word power factor is used here for displacement factor) is using 

variable capacitor . Usually a zero crossing detection circuit is used for sensing  the ohase 

difference between the voltage and current .A controller keeps on switching the capacitor till 

both phase difference is zero or minimum possible. The objective of this experiment is to 

demonstrate the change in THD in voltage when a capacitor bank is switched on to improve 

the power factor. 

Suppose a lagging load is connected in parallel with non-linear load. These is always a finite 

amount of inductive reactances present in network and as we demonstrate in the previous 

experiment that if a non-linear load is present, harmonic appears at voltage . As capacitor 

bank is switched on to improve the power factor , through the displacement factor (cos θ) 

improves but in THD in both voltagre and current increases. 

This leads to degrading distortion factor . Reason behind increased THD in voltage and 

current is low impedance path offered by capacitor is inversely proportional to frequency so 

small impedance path is seen by PCC voltage harmonics appeared because of grid inductance 

and non linear load . 

DEMONSTRATION 

1. Connect a lagging load like single phase induction motor operating at poor power factor 

and a non linear load like laptop charger to PCC through socket. Keep the capacitor bank 

knob and the load socket switch OFF. 



For waveform observation, connect the oscilloscope channels to the VSENSE and 

ISENSE. Now rotate the auto transformer knob to adjust the PCC voltage and current , 

phase angle and calculate cos θ. 

2. Now rotate the autotransformer knob to make voltage zero again. Change the capacitor 

bank knob to first position.  

3. Now capacitor connected is 1.5uf and adjust the voltage slowly to 210Vrms. Turn on the 

load , take all those readings again. Observe waveform. 

4. Repeat the step no. 2 by changing the capacitor from 1.5uf to 3uf. And then 3uf to 6uf. It 

can be seen that though the angle between voltage and current is decreasing or new current 

is becoming from lagging to leading, the THD in voltage and current is increasing at the 

same time . using capacitor solves one part and contribution to the other problem. 

 

RESULT 

 

Capacitance Voltage THD Current THD  Displacement 

factor  

Power factor  

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



EXPERIMENT – 4 

 

AIM  

Grid synchronization of solar PV inverter and it’s performance analysis . 

APPARATUS REQUIRED  

PV grid tied system, connecting wires  

THEORY 

Zero Crossing Detector (ZCD) is the simplest way to obtain the frequency information. Zero 

crossing of voltage is sensed and ideally duration between two consecutive zero crossing 

equals to the reciprocal of double of voltage frequency. However, as it has been discussed that 

there there are always harmonics present in the utility voltage and which can ultimately result 

in detection of zero crossing at the rate different than fundamental frequency. 

Also, it is not possible to get instantaneous phase information. Phase Locked Loop(PLL) 

based technique for grid synchronization is fast, efficient and most commonly adopted. 

With slight modifications, three phase PLL can be used for singlephase system also. 

Operation for the same can be explained as below. 

For a three phase system, three voltage components Va,  Vb, and Vc. are connected to two 

components system (d-q frame). 

Since there is only one voltage component available for single phase unlike three phase . For 

three phase system, so instead of using the abc- dq transformation matrix ,single phase voltage 

(say Vs = Vm
* 

sin (wt+θ) )component itself is assume to be direct axis component i.e 

(Vq=Vs=Vm
* 

sin (wt+θ)). Then 90
o 

phase delayed component of single phase voltage is 

calculated and is assumed to be quadrature axis component i.e(Vq=Vm
* 
sin (wt+θ-90

o
) = -Vm

* 

cos (wt+θ). 

If we draw Vdqphasor on d-q axis we will see a vector with magnitude equals to Vmrotating at 

speed equals to synchronous speed (w) or instantaneous phase equal to (wt+θ). 



DEMONSTRATION 

1. Turn on the PV Panel MCB . By doing so PV panels are now connected to the DC terminal 

of the solar grid tied inverter. Take the voltage reading of DC voltmeter. It is showing the 

reading of PV panel voltage. Now move the changeover switch position towards the top. 

This way PV panel output is connected to DC input of grid tied inverter. As soon as the 

inverter gets synchronized , current starts flowing from inverter to grid . Note down the 

time taken for synchronization. 

2. In order to judge the performance of inverter MPPT algorithm , take the reading of PV 

panel voltage and current from DC voltmeter and DC ammeter when inverter is 

synchronized . Multiply measured voltage and current to calculate the supplied power by 

PV panel. 

This experiment requires a rough estimation of maximum power that PV panels can 

produce with current solar isolation. Six panels are rated for net 450W at 1000W/m
2
. 

3. In this part , efficiency of solar grid tied inverter is calculated . Take down the reading of 

active power from power analyzer1 and also calculate the power supplied by PV panel by 

multiplying the DC voltmeter and ammeter reading. 

 

Efficiency(η) =( Pinverter/ Vdc*Idc)*100 

4. Next, output power quality analysis is done , for this take the readimg of inverter voltage 

THD, supplied current THD and also for the operating [power factor . One thing that is 

worth watching is that THD is current supplied by inverter is higher for low current.  

RESULT 

Time taken for synchronization  

Manually calculated max. power for PV panel  

Inverter operating efficiency   

Inverter operating power factor   

Inverter supplied current THD   



 

Vmp =  

                        Imp = 

Pmax = Vmp*Imp 

η = Output Power/ Input Power 

 

 

 

 



EXPERIMENT: 5            

 

AIM  

 Evaluation of active and and reactive power & apparent energy flow between grid 

tied inverter, grid & load & net metering concept 

INSTANTANEOUS POWER BALANCE THEORY 

As per kirchoffs law net current at any electrical node is zero i.e. sum of current 

entering in a node is equal to current leaving the node. Same way active and 

reactive power are balanced at any load , in this experimental system point of 

common coupling is any electrical node junction of three lines. One line is to grid 

tied solar PV CELL, inverter and third one to the local load at any instant of time 

there should be individually net balance between active and reactive & apparent 

power. 

In terms of mathematical quantities it can be shown as  

Spv= Ppv+ Qpv = apparent power supplied by p.v inverter 

Spv= Pgrid+jQgrid = apparent power supplied by grid 

Sload= Pload+JQgrid = apparent power drawn by load 

Then  

Sgrid+ Spv = Sload 

Pgrid+ Ppv= Pload 

Qgrid+Qpv = Qload 

For example if grid tied solar inverter is supplying 200W active power (Ppv) 10VA 

of reactive power (Qpv) and load is drawing 300W active power (Qload), then 

active power ( Pgrid), supplied by grid is 100W& reactive power (Qgrid ) is 40 

VAr. 

 



EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Power analyzer is connected between main grid and PCC, while power analyzer 1 

is connected between solar grid tied inverter and PCC only RMS ammeter ( out put 

AC current ) is connected between load and PCC , and PCC and RMS voltmeter 

across the load ( out put AC voltage) 

RESULT 

Maximum power = array voltage 8* array current 

Efficiency = out power/ input power *100 

 Input power = voltage * current  

Output power = 125kv 

Array voltage 1 = 54v 

Array current = 2.5 A 

Efficiency = (125 / 54*2.58 )*100 = 9.1 V  

 

 

 



EXPERIMENT 6  

 

AIM 

 Modelling of P.V cell 

THEORY  

Photovoltic (P.V) array which is composed of modules is considered as 

fundamental power unit of a PV generator system . The P.V. array has non linear 

characteristic & it is quite expensive & takes much time to get opersting curve of 

P.V. array under varying opersting condition, from equivalengt circuit of P.V cell 

Iph  represent cell photo current , Rs&Rch are series & shunt current. 

𝐼𝑝ℎ = 𝐼𝑠𝑐 +
𝐾𝑖 𝑇 − 298  

1000
∗ 𝐺 

Isc = short circuit current  

Ki = short circuit cuurent at 25⁰ C and 1000 W/m
2 

T = temp in kelvin 

G= solar inductance = 500, 1000 W/m
2 

Module reverse saturation current 

Irs =  Isc/exp(qVoc/NKnt) − 1 

 q = electron charge  

Voc = open circuit voltage   

N = no of cells in series 

K = boltzman constant = 1.38*10
10 

 J / K  

Module saturation current I0  with cell temp.  

𝐼 = 𝐼𝑠𝑐(T/Tn )
3
exp{q.Ego/Nk (1/Tn -1/Tn)} 



Tn = nominal temperature = 298.15K 

Eg = band  gap energy = 1.1 ev 

And current output of P.V module is  

        I = Iph =I0{ (exp( V+Irsh)q/nKTNs*q-1} 

        I = V+ IRsh/Rsh 

RESULT: 

On performing all equations model on MATLAB we will grt P.V cell model 

 

 

 



 



EXPERIMENT -7 

AIM 

 Effect Of Temperature Variation On Photovoltaic Array 

SOFTWARE REQUIRED 

 MATLAB 

THEORY 

All other Semiconductor Devices Solar Cells are sensitive to temperature. Increase 

in temperature reduce the band gap of a semiconductor thereby, effecting most of 

the semiconductors material parameters. The decrease in bandgap of a 

semiconductor  with increase in temperature can be viewed as increasing energy of  

electrons in the materials. Therefore increasing the temperature reduces the 

bandgap. 

                       In solar cells, parameter most effected by an increase in temperature 

is open circuit voltage. Open circuit voltage decreases with temperature because of 

temperature dependency of Io . Equation of I0 from one side of p-n junction is given 

by  

                             Io  =
𝑞𝐴𝐷𝑛𝑖 2

𝐿𝑁𝑑
 

Where , 

q = electron’s charge 

A= Area 

L= minority carrier diffusion length 

ni= intrinsic carrier concern 

Nd= dopping 

D= diffusivity of minority carrier 



Temperature sensitivity of solar cell depends on open circuit voltage of solar cell 

with higher voltage solar cell being less affected by the 

 

temperature . The short circuit current Isc, increases slightly with temperature since 

the bandgap energy decreases. 

             Most modelling is done is done at 3000K since it is close to the room 

temperature . However solar cells are typically measured almost 2 degree lower at 

25℃ . 

RESULT 

We studied  the output of temperature variation on PV cell on MATLAB .  

 

 

Fig: 

Simulink diagram of a P-V Array 



 

 

  



 

                           Fig: I-V curve 

 

 

Fig: PV curve 



 

Fig: Temperature Variation curve



EXPERIMENT- 8 

AIM 

Effect of irradiation on a photovoltaic array 

SOFTWARE REQUIRED 

 MATLAB 

THEORY 

     The term irradiance is defined as the measure of power density of sunlight 

received at a location on earth and is measured in watts per meter square .Where as 

irradiation is measure of energy density of sunlight . The term  irradiance and 

irradiation are related to solar components . As solar insolation keeps on changing  

throughout the day similarly, I-V characteristics and P-V characteristics varies. 

With increase in solar irradiations both open circuit voltage and short circuit 

current increases and hence maximum power point varies. Efficiency shows effect 

of with irradiation , increasing slightly and then reducing. 

 RESULT 

The effect of irradiation on photo voltaic array has been studied and observed on 

MATLAB. 

 

 



                                Fig: Irradiations-Time curve    

 

 

Fig: Simulink diagram of effect of irradiation on a PV Array  

 

 



Fig: I-V Curve 

 

 

 

                      Fig: P-V Curve 



EXPERIMENT – 9 

AIM 

Design of solar PV boost converter using P&O MPPT technique. 

SOFTWARE USED 

MATLAB 

THEORY 

P&O means perturb and observe. It is a method to track the maximum power by 

repeatedly increasing or decreasing the output voltage at maximum power point of 

photovoltaic. The implementation of this method is relatively simple but it can’t 

track maximum power point when irradiations varies very quickly with time. 

Algorithms of P&O techniques has shown here. MPPT is used for extracting the 

maximum power from solar PV module and transferring that power to the load. A 

DC/AC converter serves the purpose of transferring the maximum power from 

solar PV module to load. 

P&O methods is the most common. In this method very less no. of sensors are 

utilised. The operating voltage is sampled and algorithm changes the operating 

voltage required direction and samples  
𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑣
 . If  

𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑣
 is positive, then the algorithm 

increases the voltage value , towards the MPPT unit . If  
𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑣
  is negative, then the 

algorithm deceases the voltage value. The iteration is continued until the algorithm 

finally reaches the MPPT. The algorithm is not suitable when there is a high 

variation in irradiations. The voltage never actually reaches an exact value but 

perturb around the maximum point. 

RESULT 

Designing of solar PV Boost Converter using P&O technique has been done.   

 



 

                                 Fig: Simulink model of MPPT 

 

 

 

Fig: PV and IV curve of MPPT 

 



  



 

  



 

  



 

 


